2022-04722 - Post-Doctoral Research Visit F/M Caching at the Edge: Distributed Phy-aware Caching Policies for 5G Cellular Networks

Level of qualifications required: PhD or equivalent
Function: Post-Doctoral Research Visit

About the research centre or Inria department
The Inria Université Côte d’Azur center counts 36 research teams as well as 7 support departments. The center’s staff (about 500 people including 320 Inria employees) is made up of scientists of different nationalities (250 foreigners of 50 nationalities), engineers, technicians and administrative staff. 1/3 of the staff are civil servants, the others are contractual agents. The majority of the center’s research teams are located in Sophia Antipolis and Nice in the Alpes-Maritimes. Four teams are based in Montpellier and two teams are hosted in Bologna in Italy and Athens. The Center is a founding member of Université Côte d’Azur and partner of the I-site MUSE supported by the University of Montpellier.

Context
The research is in the framework of the project "5G Events Labs" to conceive and provide new 5G services in the framework of large-scale events like Olympic games. The project involves also Orange, Ericsson, and CEA.

Assignment
Driven by the exponential growth in wireless data traffic, operators are increasingly considering dense heterogeneous network (HetNet) deployments, overlaying the macro-cellular network with many small cell base-stations (BS). However, traffic demand is growing in the backhaul, where operators turn to cheap, under provisioned solutions for the backhaul support of small cells, making backhaul a potential new bottleneck. To alleviate this bottleneck, recent work has proposed caching (at-the-edge) methods that cache popular content closer to the user to reduce the number of duplicate backhaul transmissions.

While a number of recent works consider the problem of caching at BSs or even user devices, these works are not addressing the complex interplay between caching and advanced communication technologies considered for beyond 4G networks, such as Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) transmission. In CoMP multiple BSs transmit the same content concurrently, aiming at diversity or multiplexing gains on the radio interface, at the cost of a significant additional overhead on the backhaul to retrieve the content at all the BSs involved. Hence, for edge caching to facilitate CoMP, the same content must be cached at all cooperating BSs.

We propose to jointly consider and optimize cooperative caching at the edge with cooperative communication technologies. A key goal in this proposal is to perform a first-of-its-kind exploration of the elusive tradeoff between edge caching that reduces backhaul traffic, and caching that improves radio access performance. At the center of this tradeoff lies the question of how caching algorithms can adapt to accommodate potential Coordinate Multi-Point (CoMP) transmission opportunities: caching the same replicated content in multiple nearby caches can exploit coordinated transmissions, but might waste valuable storage space and lead to cache misses; yet storing different contents to improve cache hits might lead to missing CoMP opportunities, and degrade communication performance. To this end, we plan to investigate distributed implementations of our optimization solutions, in order to deal with the high complexity of such cooperative caching problems, and significantly reduce the amount of additional signaling information transmitted over the already congested backhaul links.

We started our investigation of the topic during the PhD of Guilherme Iecker Ricardo. His thesis “Design and optimization of cache systems for small cell networks” is available at https://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-03574320 and provides many useful pointers to related work. A set of selected references is provided below.

Selected references
- A Swiss Army Knife for Online Caching in Small Cell Networks, Giovanni Neglia, Emilia Leonardi, Guilherme Ricardo, and Thrasyvoulos Syropoulos; IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking, online, August 2021
- Caching Policies for Delay Minimization in Small Cell Networks with Coordinated Multi-Point Joint Transmissions, Guilherme Ricardo, Alina Tuhulokova, Giovanni Neglia, Thrasyvoulos Syropoulos, IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking, online, March 2021
- No-Regret Caching via Online Mirror Descent, Tareq Si Salem, Giovanni Neglia, and Stratis Ioannidis, Proc. of IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC), June 14-23, 2021
- Online Caching Networks with Adversarial Guarantees, Yuanquan Li, Tareq Si Salem, Giovanni Neglia, Stratis Ioannidis, ACM SIGMETRICS / IFIP PERFORMANCE 2022, Mumbai, India June 8-10, 2022

Main activities
Beside pursuing the research directions described above, the postdoc is involved in supervision of PhD and master students.

Skills
The working language is English.

About Inria
Inria is the French national research institute dedicated to digital science and technology. It employs numerous talents in over forty different professions. 900 research support staff contribute to the preparation and development of scientific and entrepreneurial projects that have a worldwide impact.

The keys to success
We are looking for a candidate with a strong background in performance evaluation of networks.

Instruction to apply
Defence Security:
This position is likely to be situated in a restricted area (ZRR), as defined in Decree No. 2011-1425 relating to the protection of national scientific and technical potential (PPST). Authorization to enter an area is granted by the director of the unit, following a favourable Ministerial decision, as defined in the decree of 3 July 2012 relating to the PPST. An unfavourable Ministerial decision in respect of a position situated in a ZRR would result in the cancellation of the appointment.

Recruitment Policy:
As part of its diversity policy, all Inria positions are accessible to people with disabilities.

Warning: you must enter your e-mail address in order to save your application to Inria. Applications must be submitted online on the Inria website. Processing of applications sent from other channels is not guaranteed.

General Information
- Theme/Domain: Networks and Telecommunications
- Town/City: Sophia Antipolis
- Inria Center: CRI Sophia Antipolis - Méditerranée
- Starting date: 2022-09-01
- Duration of contract: 12 months
- Deadline to apply: 2022-07-31

Contacts
- Inria Team: NEO
- Recruiter: Neglia Giovanni / Giovanni.Neglia@inria.fr
Benefits package

- Subsidized meals
- Partial reimbursement of public transport costs
- Leave: 7 weeks of annual leave + 10 extra days off due to RTT (statutory reduction in working hours) + possibility of exceptional leave (sick children, moving home, etc.)
- Possibility of teleworking (after 6 months of employment) and flexible organization of working hours
- Professional equipment available (videoconferencing, loan of computer equipment, etc.)
- Social, cultural and sports events and activities
- Access to vocational training
- Social security coverage

Remuneration

Gross Salary: 2653 € per month